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H ~X nihilo nihilum." Here is the answer to all who inquire
~ why the Shirburnian is so late. We find it impossible to

make up even a Shirburnian out of nothing, though our detractors
hint that we h'ave sometimes done so. Out of about 400 subscribers
(to speak in round numbers), there are at most only about ten who
send us any contributions. We should be sorry to believe that this
somewhat small number was, an adequate representation of the
literary power of Shirburnians past and present. A common
excuse is that there is nothing to write about; but surely the
personal adventures of Shirburnians during the holidays, be they
canoeing tours in Ireland, or a week in the Scilly Jslands, an ascent
of Snowdon, or a descent into a Cornish mine, afford unlimited
scope for the imagination of the writer, "Verbaque provisam rem
non invito, sequentur." Several members of the Debating Club
would fain teach us that poetry does not die out with the advance
of civilization;' let these prove their assertion by writing verses of
such a calibre to the School Magazine as shall put their opponents
to a perpetual shame.

Money is the root of all evil; but the Shirburnian, like most
other things, cannot get on without it, and we must therefore
appeal once more to old Shirburnians to be a little more punctual

with their subscriptions. A notice was sent round to all subscribers
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about six months ago, but out of abont 100 names, only abrmt 30

have paid their subscriptions j with regard to the rest, we can only

at present feed upon hope, which does not generally prove a very
substantial meal.

With literary and pecuniary contribution coming in thick and

fast, the poetry, the travels, the philosophy of Shirburnians, old and

new, cannot fail in becoming the wonder of the age, and the Shir
burnian itself will doubtless never be late any more.

"RECENT LATIN VERSE."

~HE articlp.s under .the, above ti:le, which appeared in the
~ numbers of Macrndlan 8 JJIa.qaz~ne for January and February
last, can hardly fail to have excited considerable interest in all who

have read them. The first, which appeared in the J annary number,
was an article by Mr. Kebbel, written, as he himself stated, in order

to elicit the opinions of classical scholars as to what he considered
certain growing defects in modern Latin verse composition-these

defects being embodied in the tendency of the present great Latin

verse writers to reject all simple aud literal renderings of the
original, when they are possible, in favour of more elaborate ones j

or, again, to try to express each English word by one exact

equivalent in Latin, to the avoidance of all paraphrase. This idea

Mr. Kebbel considers has been followed up greatly to the expense

of that smoothness of rhythm which is so neces~ary, more especially
in Elegiac verse.

111'. Kebbel then goes on to mention several modern translations

of English poets by well-known scholars as instances of verses con
taining the defects he objects to. One he singles out for special

criticism, namely, the translation of Gray's Elegy by Mr. Munro.

In writing his criticism, he especially disclaims all thoughts of
setting up his judgment in opposition to that of the scholars he

mentions, but writes, as he says, "in an experimental spirit."
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·Wherever he quotes :Mr. :Munro's verses he quotes a translation of

the elegy by Gilbert Wakefield, a scholar of the eighteenth century,
in order to compare the two. Now, no one reading his article could
fail to be struck with tho moderation it displayed. But before the
answer appeared it was, of course, impossible to judge of the
criticism, however favourable an impression it might have left.

This answer was naturally looked forward to with considerable

interest. In the February number it appearec.. It consisted of an

elaborate defence written by :Mr. :Munro of all the lines in his

translation which had been criticised. It was, however, of a very

disappointing character, and it was so for two reasons-first, because
however tasteful and finished a scholar may be, it is only natural

that he should be a somewhat partial judge of his own performances.
It would have been more satisfying if an answer had been written

by an impartial, but still competent, judge, and if it had replied to
the general question raised by Mr. Kebbel-i.e., whether certain

tendeucies of modern translation were really defects or not.
But this reason is almost unimportant when compared with

the second. It is the spirit in which Mr. Munro has written his

answer that makes it so disappointing. 'It is no less true in literary

than in other controversies, that to underrate your adversary is
generally fatal. Into this mistake Mr. Munro seems to have fallen.
He does not answer his critic in the same moderate spirit in which
the latter wrote, but he begins by depreciating and sneering at his

knowledge of Latin poetry. He" perceives that his critic has

formed his own style and his own taste in Latin verse on those

strange models, begotten by the union of school-boy necessity with.

the Gradus ad Parnassum." An opening such as this cannot f.'til
to give the reader a bad impression of ~Ir. Munro's case. But what

follows is still worse. "I felt that of genuine Latin, or genuine Latin
poetry, he had no grasp whatever." These two quotations are

quite sufficient to show the manner in which :Mr. },Iunro all through

speaks of his antagonist. A sort of apology is offered by him when

he says that "when one is assailed thus gratuitously a little

egotism cannot be avoided." Ko doubt Mr. Munro, in defending
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his own verses, cannot avoid commending himself to some extent;
but this is by no means the same thing as constant depreciation of
his opponent's scholarship.

Mr. Munro then goes on to answer in detail the criticisms made
upon various lines. In so doing, he constantly asserts that Mr.
Kebbel, and the translator, Gilbert Wakefield, from whom. he
quotes, must have derived all their knowledge of Latin verse, nay,
even the actual verses they write, from the Gradus. And this
Gradus joke is so often repeated that at last one begins to get
somewhat tired of it. Besides this, Mr. Munro purposely mistrans
lates, almost parodies, several of Gilbert Wakefield's lines, notably
the following :-

" In tumnli fauces ducit honoris iter."

Had he met this line in a Latin poet it is scarcely probable that
he would have translated it, "the path of a public office leads to
the gorge of a hillock." And in saying that "perhaps three out of
four boys of fifteen would have hit upon the latter half of the line,"
he unconsciously gives us an instance of the very thing his critic
objects to, namely, the rejection of all simple and literal translations
of the original, even when 'they are not only possible but good, as fit
only for school boys. Why should a certain way of translating a
line be rejected simply because it is easy, if it represents the
original 1

Further on, ~ir. Munro asserts that of course his critic prefers a
certain couplet, because "they are puerile nonsense, or only sense
according to the Gradus ad Parnassum." Now, to say the least of
it, this is not conrteous, nor is it argument. If Mr. Munro can
prove that the version does not express the English it does not
follow that it is "puerile nonsense." He complains at one point
in his answer of the contempt with which Mr. Kebbel has treated
one passage of twelve lines. Surely a writer who uses expressions
such as the above concerning verses of which his adversary approves
has no right to complain of his own being treated with contempt.
Nowhere does Mr. Kebbel use contemptuous expressions, and
though he does not spare criticism where he believes it justified, he
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is never discourteous. The same can by no means be said of his
opponent when, in addition to the remark quoted above, he
denounces the following line, written by :Mr. Kebbel to represent
"The lowing herd winds slowly o'er the lea" :-

" Serpit iter reboans seqne per arva peens,"

as a "puenle imposture."
Finally, Mr. Munro has a supposed interview with no less a person

than Ovid himself. He, it is needless to say, supports him on all
occasions in opposition to Gilbert Wakefield. But this, however
amusing it may be, does not go far towards helping :Mr. :Munro to
gain his point. This passage, combined with the general style of
his answer, cannot help impressing the reader with the idea that
:Mr. M"unro's cause must be to some extent a weak one to need such
support. But even apart from this impression, :Mr. Kebbel, on the
whole, seems to have carried his point, so far as Mr. :Munro is con
cerned. Throughout the latter's defence one cannot help noticing
a certain tendency to strain after more than the original English
expressed. No doubt such a tendency would be a fault on the
right side, but still a fault. With regard to Latin poetry it would
be rash to call in question :Mr. :Munro's judgment, but with regard
to what is meant by certain lines of English poetry the case is
different. Mr. Munro has also in his defence somewhat neglected
what his critic objected to in his rhythm. Many of his lines which
Mr. Kebbel quotes have a very different rhythm from that which
is found in most of Ovid's lines, and anyone who has taken the
trouble to note the great freedom from all irregularities which may
be noticed in his most finished elegiac poems can hardly hesitate to
decide in :Mr. Kebbel's favour.

Finally, it is much to be regretted that 1\1:1'. 1\1:unro has adopted
such a tone in replying to criticism. Great classical scholars are
occasionally liable to make mistakes like ordinary mortals; and
should his example be frequently followed, there will be an end to
all friendly discussion and criticism on such subjects, much to the
loss of English ·scholarship.
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~USSIAN literature has at any rate this to be said in its favour

~ to readers of the Shirbztrnian, that it is a new subject,
"peragro loca nullius ante trita solo" ; so let us hope that a short

account of two of the most eminent writers in the country of the
Czars may not be altogether uninteresting to them.

The first of the two whom we have selected to represent this
unknown portion of literature lived in the reign of the Empress

Catherine H., the most enlightened of the Muscovite Sovereigns,

with the exception perhaps of Peter the Great. Readers of Max

MUller's Lectures on the Science of Languages will recollect that

"the great Cesarina of the the North" not only did her utmost to

assist the theological researches of Leibnig, but even shut herself

up in complete retirement for a year, in order to devote all her time
to the compilation of a Comparative Dictionary; and so successful

was she that her Dictionary, published in 1787, contained 285

words, translated into 149 Asiatic and 51 European languages.

Under such an Empress, who herself wrote satires and dramas,

literature could not but flourish, uncivilized though her Empire

was; and though before her reign there had been Russian writers

of some genius, the increased intercourse with other European

nations made a change for the better in this respect apparent.

Dramatic compositions were encouraged by the translation of plays

from other languages, chiefly those of Schiller and Shakespeare.

The latter's J ulius Coosar was edited by a Russian of the name of
Karumzin, with a preface showing his superiority to Corneille and

Racine; while another Russian, Soumarokov, imitated Voltetire in

depreciating the great English dramatist. Comedies on national

subjects showed the increased interest of the Russians in their

country, and we find an epic poem entitled the "Russiade," and

other imitations of the -LEneid, though these last are not deserving of
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any praise. Didactic poetry, taking the form of fables, also

appeared at this epoch, and finally we come to that branch of
literature in which the chief representative of Catherine's reign,

Derjavin, distinguished himself, namely, lyric poetry.

Though a man of little or no education, Derjavin gives us in his

odes a lively picture of society under Catherine the Great; he

himself tells us that he was the first to "speak truth to the Czars,"

and his poems 9.re full of recommendations to virtue and true

manliness. He urges the necessity of being a man before you can
be a king or general, and reminds us of Horace in his descriptions

of the virtuous man as content with little, and a foe to luxury or
ambition. Of all his odes the most famous are those treating of

the reign of Catherine and the exploits of her generals, mingled
with touches of satire, occasionally severe; others are religious or

philosophical; and others, again, imitated from Anacreon, celebrate

beauty, love, or the wine-cup. The principal characteristic of all

his poetry is its patriotism, showing itself in opposition to foreign
ideas, and love for everything national. His' skill as a poet is
displayed in the adaptation of the uncouth Russian language to'

subjects of extreme tenderness and delicacy, such as the feelings of
the mind or abstract allegories, and in the variety of his metres

and rhythm. His faults are due to his age, occasional forced'

metaphors, or too flowery a style, and the frequent use of exclama

tions and interrogations; and true poetry is often seen side by side
with pompous and artificial rhetoric.

Kirlov, our second example of Russian genius, was born in 1768,

during the lifetime of Deljavin. The son of a poor official in the

province of her, he received but a scanty education, and had to
struggle in youth and early ma'lhood against great poverty and

distress. He followed his father's profession, and with the scanty
earnings it gave him, never found time to devote himself to his

much-loved literature, till late in life he was given the post of

librarian at the public library at St. Petersburg. His colleague in
the office was a man of the name of Gllieditch, a translator of the

Iliad, who attended so scrupulously to his business that Kirlov had
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all the leisure he desired for his favourite pursuit, and lived at ease
till his death in 1844.

His first essays in literature were tragedies and odes, which were
entirely spoiit by being saturated with classical ideas. From these
he passed through a stage of slightly satirical comedies to the
fables from which he has gained his reputation. In these he
ridicules not only the foolish composition of poetasters, but the
actual evils of society-the preference of might before right, luxury,
extravagance, and intrigue. In one he represents the usual life of
the nobles with their enormous properties and grand entertain
ments, in contrast with the degraded condition of the serfs; in
another, touches on more purely social mistakes, such as the folly
of pressing too much on a guest, or the attempts of the uneducated
and ignorant to pass as gentlemen. The beauty of his fables
consists not only in the simplicity, clearness, and smooth rhythm of
his verses, but also in the grace and freshness of the images he
employs, chiefly taken from nature and animal life, which have
always made him the favourite of the lower classes. The one great
mistake he makes is in the introduction of classical allusions, which
have often a ridiculous effect; for instance, an ass is described as
feeding on Mount Parnassus, and trying tc captivate the Muses by
his sweet voice; or, again, the ass prays to Jupiter to give him a
larger figure, and becomes a Hercules with long ears. In spite of
these faults he was extremely popular, and the favour he was held
in by all classes was shown at his death by the erection of a statue
of him in the Summer Gardens at St. Petersburg, surrounded by
figures of the animals from whom his illustrations of social life are

taken.
MUSCOVITE.
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"CAPUT INORNATUM.'

Without a crown! the heir of realms,
Whsoe magnitude the mind o'erwhelms

For ne'er the sun goes down
Upon the empire! think of that!
Heir of those realms-yet there he sat,

An heir without a crown.

Yet ah! mistake me not: I do
.Not mean the diadem which you

Believe t'be in my head.
I do not mean the crown of gold
That Blood mice stole, as it was told,

For which blood oft was shed.

Without a crown! and yet the heir,
Who must some day the purple wear,

And eke the sceptre hold
Of such a mighty kingdom, which
Art, science, commerce, trade enrich

With endless stores of gold.

Yet misinterpret not my thought
To poverty he was not brought,

'Twas no such sorry job!
The current crown-to ue exact
I don't allude to. Well, in fact

I do not mean five bob.

Without a crmvn! ah, yes, the heir
Of England. What a sad affair!

While riding onward slow,
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Was charged by some careering snob
Upon a hard-mouthed bolting cob,

And spilt in Rotten Row.

He was -not hurt-we're glad of that;
But ah! he lost-he lost his hat!

Alas, we scarce can pen it !
'Twas crushed, smashed, broken, flattened down,
And thus it was he lost the crown-

Of Messrs. Lincoln-Bennett.

" TOYDLEs."

TRANSLATION FROM THE FRENCH.

(nONE IN EXAMINATION.)

The following translation of a passage out of A. de Mussett's
poems, set in the French paper for the Digby prize last December,
was done by one of the Sixth Form, and has been sent to us by
the Examiners for insertion in the Shirburnian;-

Tell me not that in affliction
To remember happier hours,

Dante, is the truest sorrow
That befalls this world of ours.

What ch~ri~-whatdisappointment
H as-lnduced you so to say?

Are we then all sunk in darkness?
Is it never really day?

If day dawns, must we forget it
When the darkness comes again?

Are you right, think you, in saying
That the soul]mows nought but pain?



DEAR SIR,

Translation from the French.

No; this holy light within me,
That illumines every part,

Tells me that the words are really
Not the utterance of your heart:

Tells me that 'tis really better
To remember happier days,

Than to live our whole life basking
In a smiling fortune's rays.

CORRESPONDENCE.

To the Editor of the Shirburnian.

59

I have for a long time observed in silence a grOWillg
evil, but it has at last become so prevalent that I can no longer
hold my peace-I refer to the extremely partial way in which the
fellows distribute their applause on a match day; any good play on
the part of our opponents is received in silence, or, at best,
with a low murmur of half-uttered, half-hearted applause; whilst
the representatives of the School are vociferously cheered on the
slightest pretext. I believe it is the custom at other Public Schools
to cheer the visitors more than the home team, and I should like
to see all Shirburnians follow their good example.

I beg to remain,

Yours truly,

A LOOKER-ON.

Sherborne, February 15, 1875.
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FIVES MATCHES.

The Fives Matches were played at the end of last term, and were

not finished in time for an account to be given of them in our last

number. The play was decidedly below the average of former
years, and the entries very few. Schacht won the Senior Singles

and the Challenge Cup, E. E. E. Heathcote being second. In the
Senior Doubles Schacht and W. \Vatts were first j M. Watts and

Crosby, ma., second. In the Junior matches the Doubles were won

by Barton, mi., and Mayers; Crosby, mi., and Lester second j the

Singles by Mayers, Barton, mi., being second.

SENIOR DOUBLE.

First Round.
Schacht
Watts, mi.
'Watts, ma.
Crosby, ma.
Travers
Vail, ma.

Heathcote
Caunter

Secona Round.
Barton
Merriman

Schacht
Watts, mi.

beat

beat

beat

beat

beat

beat

·Watts, ma.
Crosby, ma.

Upcott, ma.
Upcott, mi.

Monro, ma.
Tanner, ma.

Sanctuary
Peren
Nash
Tanner, mi.

Travers
Vail, ma.

Heathcote
Caunter

a bye

Third Round.
·Watts, ma. beat
Crosby ma.

Schacht
Watts, mi.

Barton, ma.
Merriman

a bye

Final Round.
Schacht
Watts, mi.

beat Watts, ma.
Crosby, ma.
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SENIOR SINGLE.
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First Round.
Crosby, ma., beat Tanner, mi. Caunter beat Vail, ma.
Sanctuary beat :Merriman Heathcote beat Tanner, ma.
Barton, ma., beat Peren Upcott, ma., beat Nash.
:Momo beat"Vatts, mi. Upcott, mi., beat Travers

Schacht beat Watts, ma.
Second Round.

Barton beat Sanctuary Heathcote beat Crosby
Upcott, ma., beat Caunter Schacht beat M:onro

Upcott, mi., a bye.
Third Round.

Schacht beat Heathcote UpcoU, mi., beat Upcott, ma.
Barton a bye.

Fourth Round.

Upcott, mi., beat Barton

Final Round.

Schacht a bye

Schacht beat Upcott, mi.
Heathcote challenged and beat Upcott, mi., for second place.

JUNIOR DOUBLE.

First Bound.
Barton, mi.
Mayers
Crosby, mi.
Lester
Chandler, mi.
Evered, ma.

Second Round.

beat

beat

beat

Bewes, mi.'
Lowndes, rrii.
:Monra, mi.
Bastard
Cockeram, ma.
Strachey

Crasby, mi.
Lester

Final Round.

beat Chandler, mi.
Evered

Barton, mi. a bye
Mayers

Barton, mi.
Mayers

beat Crasby, mi.
Lester
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JUNIOR SINGLE.

First Round.
Bewes, mi., beat Strachey Crosby, mi., beat Cockeram, ma.
Barton, mi., beat Bastard Monro, mi., beat Cnandler, mi.

Lester beat Lowndes.
Second Round.

Crosby, mi., beat Bewes, mi. Monro, mi., beat Lester
Mayers beat Barton, mi.

Third Round.
Mayers beat :Monro, mi.

Final Round.
Crosby, mi., a bye.

Mayers beat Crosby, mi.
Barton mi., challenged and beat Crosby, mi., for second place.

FOOTBALL.

SCHOOL V. DORCHESTER CLUB.

Played at Sherborne, December 9th, and resulted in a somewhat
,easy victory for the School by two goals and two touches to
nothing. The visitors having won the toss, chose the west goal,
.and Barnes kicked off for the School. A series of scrimmages
.ensued in neutral ground, when Finch made a brilliant run,
followed by a good one by Rennedy, which brought the ball back
again to the middle of play. Shortly after E. Tanner ran in well
for the School, and the try resulted in a goal kicked by Barnes.
On the ball being again set in motion, Finch and Wilson made two
good runs, and the visitors, by some good forward play, brought
,the ball into dangerous proximity to the School goal line; it was
well returned by a good run by E. Tanner. The visitors, however,
brought it back again, but some good play on the part of the

.School forwards -notably Schacht, vYoosnam, and Rees-returned
it to the twenty-five, where Finch got hold of it, and after lI.

magnificent run, three-quarters of the length of the. ground,
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obtained a second try for the School. A punt out ensued, and the

"place"- by no means an easy one --was well kicked by Schacht.
. After half-time, E. Tanner led off with a good run, and some hard
play ensued on either side, that of Andrews and Garland for
Dorchester being especially noticeable. Notwithstanding their
efforts, however, Elrington scored a third try for the SchooL The
place was a failure, and no further advantage was gained by either
side till just at the end of play, when Evans ran in cleverly for
the Rchool, but as it was in the extreme corner of the ground
nothing resulted from it.

For the School, besides those already mentioned, R. Tanner,
Monro, and G. Twynam played well throughout; while Wilson,
Woodforde, J. Andrews, and Malendine were conspicuous for Dor
chester.

Dorchester.-G. Andrews (captain), Wilson (back), Baskett,

Cockeram (half-hack), Kennedy, Garland (quarter-back), Damen,
Beach, Malendine, Woodforde, Price, Symes, J. Andrews, Gollop,
Fudge.

School.-W. M. Barnes (captain), F. F. Schacht, R. Tanner,
C. M. Woosnam, H. Rees, A. Blaxland, R. Tryon, F. May, C.
Elringtan, A. Monro (forwards), R. T~ Finch (back), E. Tanner and
H. Twynam (half-backs), W. F. Evans and G. Twynam (quarter
backs).

THE SCHOOL V. EXETER CLUB.

This match was played at Sherborne, on Saturday, December
12th, and t'esulted in a draw in favour of the School by one try to
nothing. Although well-contested it was a singularly uninteresting
game; the ground, owing to heavy rains was exceedingly slippery
and muddy, and consequently very little rnnning with the ball took
place, all the work being done in the scrimmage, and for the most
part in neutral ground. Neither side scored any advantage till just
before time was called E. Tanner got away with the ball, and being
collared in the middle of the ground cleverly passed it to Barnes,
who ran in between the posts without meeting with much opposition

from the Exeter backs, who were somewhat off their guard. 'fhe
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" place" was entrusted to Schacht, bnt as might have been ex

pected fl'om the state of the ball and the ground, was unsuccessful.

The School fifteen consisted of W. 11. Barnes (capt.), F. F.

Schacht, A. Blaxland, W. A. Caunter, C. M. Woosnam, C. A.

Elrington, A. :Monro, F. G. May, C..M. Woosnam, T. Rees (forwards),

G. E. Twynam and W. F. Evans (quarter-backs), E. Tanner, and
R. Finch (half-backs), W. A. Cannter (back).

PAST V. PRESENT SHIRBURNIANS.

Played at Sherborne, Monday, December 21st, and resulted, after

a good game, in a victory for the Past by one goal and a try to six

tries. We regret to say that the acconnt of this match prepared at

the time has been mislaid, and we are therefore nnable to give any

detailed account of the game. H. T. Twynam obtained a "try"
for the Past and converted it into a goal; Price also scored a "try,"

but it was in the extreme corner of the ground, and nothing came

of it. The School scored six tries, two by Barnes, one each by E.

Tanner, Twynam and 'IVoosnam.

Past.-Rev. H. P. Price (capt.), H. T. Twynam, W. K. Weir,

W. D. Pulling, W. M. Collier, H. W. Edlin, P. P. Ea'lton, Jones,

H. W. Andrew, H. Williams, Beddoes, W. C. Perry, Hancock, R.
n. Hancock, and E. S. Hall. .

Present.-Same as in previous match, except H. M. :M:erriman

instead of R. Finch.

SCHOOL V. ST. ANDREW'S ROVERS.

A well contested match was played on Saturday, February 6th,
between the School fifteen and a team from London, consisting

chiefly of St. Andrew's Rovers, under the captaincy of H. T.

Twynam, an old Shirburnian. The visitors having won the toss
for choice of goals, elected to play uphill for the first half, and

Barnes kicked off for the School. The ball was quickly returned

and several scrimmages took place in neutral ground, and after a

while towards the School goal, despite the efforts of Tyacke, Evans,

and Finch, who all made good runs. At length Finch, by a

particularly brilliant run of nearly the length of the ground, put
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our gool out of danger, and until half time the ball was chiefly in

the centre of the ground. The Rovers now kicked off, and shortly
after Torrop made a good run, bringing the. ball into the School
territory. Here a long scrimmage or succession of scrimmages took

place, followed by a rush forward of several Rovers, when Stephens

secured a touch, owing to a piece of weak play on the part of the
School back, who was, however, balked by the ball glancing aside

from the goal post. The try was intrusted to Torrop who kicked a

goal. During the last quarter of an hour the School played up
with determination, and had the best of the game; but though,
after some sharp forward play in the visitors' quarters, they forced

the ball into touch in goal, they were unable to retrieve their loss.
The field was in a very slippery condition owing to recent frosts,
and of the respective teams the visitors had the advantage of weight;

but the fast play of the School hehind the scrimmage and their

skilful paRsing fully compensated for their inferiority in that respect,

and enabled them to make a hard fought game of it. For the

School, Finch, Evans, and G. Twynam behind, and Barnes, Schacht

Llewellill, and Sanctuary forward, deserve mention, and for the
visitors, Twynam, Torrop, and Stephens behind, and Long, Peat,

Williams, and R. H. Traill forward.

School.-W. M. Barnes (captain), F. F. Schacht, R. Tanner, C. M.
'Woosnam, C.' Elrington, H. Rees, H. Tryon, ·W. Llewellin, C. S.

Sanctuary, E. E. E. Heathcote (forwards), G. E. Twynam, W. F.
Evans (quarter-backs), R. T. Finch, H. 1\1. l1erriman (half-backs),

J. Tyacke (back).

1'wynam's 7eam.-H. T. Twynam (capt.) J. Ker (quarter.backs),
E. C. Torrop, A. N. Stephens (half-backs), Pulling (back), W.
Dowson, C. Harvey, L. Long, J. Peat, Capt. L. A. Powys, J. Traill,

H. Twynam, C. D. Weir, and H. Williams (forwards).

THE SCHOOL V. CLIFTON CLUB.

Played at ~herborne, Saturday, February 13th, and resulted, after
"a .hotly;contested game, in a draw in favour of Clifton. The visitors

!Von the~o.ssandchose the. eastgoal. Merriman kicked off for the
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School, and for ten minutes the game was a series of scrimmages,

till G. E. Twynam got away with the ball and gained a little ground
for the School; it was quickly, however, returned by a run from
Budd, and for some time kept in dangerous proximity to the goal

line of the School, who were obliged to touch down behind more
than once. After a long succession of scrimmages the ball was re

turned to the Clifton backs, and Taylor made a neat but ineffectual
" drop" at goal. On the ball being again set in motion the game

became much more equal, as the School got more at home against
the heavy forward play of their adversaries. Strachan now made a

very good start, but was well collared by Finch, who succeeded in

getting the ball and returned it by a plucky run. At this stage in
the game Llewellin, Sanctuary, Schacht, Tanner, and Heathcote
for the School, and Budd, Gribble, and Miller for Clifton, were
playing particularly well. Clifton gradually forced the ball back

into the School territory in two or three scrimmages, and with a

strong rush carried it behind the goal line, when Strachan cleverly

succeeded in getting a "try," but the " place," a somewh.at
difficult one, which was entrusted to G. Miller, was unsuccessful.
After kick out 1ferriman made one or two fine "drops," but the

ball was always returned with equal ability by Taylor. From this
point the game remained pretty equally balanced till half time, but
immedi~telyafter the visitors had kicked off they carried the ball

well into the School quarters, and Butterworth made a most
dangerous looking drop; it however fell a few yards short, and a

brilliant run from Finch put the School goal out of immediate

danger. Scrimmages now succeeded with little intermission, in

which BayEs, Bush, and Webb did special service for Clifton,
Schacht, Rees, Yail and Holland for the School. Out of one of
these Webb obtained the ball and made a good run, but was

collared by Finch, and after a very severe scrimmage on the
School goal line the ball was sent into touch. Evans dapped it in

and made a successful run, getting the ball again well out of our
quarters; it was, however, speedily returned by runs from Gribble

and Butterworth. From this point the weight of the visitors
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began to tell more seriously; the School, showing very natural

signs of distress, were obliged to confine themselves entirely to a
defensive game, and it was only by dint of the most praiseworthy
determination and perseverence of their forwards that the School
were enabled to prevent their opponents from getting any further
advantage. Finch ended an afternoon's admirable play .with a

splendid run just before time was called at a quarter to five. The
game thus resulted in a draw in favour of the visitors by one

"try," the School having been several times compelled to touch
down in self-defence.

This was by far the most formidable team that we have had to
encounter this season, and, overweighed as they were, nothing but

the hard and plucky game played by the School forwards through
out could have brought the match to an issue so litf~e to our
disadvantage. The efforts of Finch, G. Twynam, and Evans on
behalf of the School call for special mention, but the collaring of

their opponents was much quicker and more effective than any they

had had to contend against before. The visitors' scrimmage, of which

Bush formed the almost immovable centre, played splendidly

together, while their back play was excellent. This was one of the
most enjoyable matches the fifteen have played this season, and
it is to be hoped that it will become an annual affaIr.

'l'he School.-R. T. Finch, H. M. Merriman (backs), W. M.

Barnes (captain), H. :M. Twynam (half-backs), G. E. Twynam, W. F.
Evans (quarter-backs), F. F. Schacht, R. Tanner, C. :M. Woosnam,

C. E. Elrington, H. Rees, E. E. Heathcote, W. Llewellin, J. L.

Holland, R. Wcbb, C. Webb, C. S. S~ntuary, R. Tryon, J. Vail,
and H. Glasgow.

Olifion.-Miller, Gribble (back), Strachan, Butterworth (half

back), Taylor, Strachan (captain) (quarter-back), Thompson, Budd,

Curteis, Bush, Dunn, AlIen, Curteis, Baylis, 'Voodforde, Towns
hend, Phillips, :Morris, Webb, and AlIen.
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HOUSE MATCHES.

The House football matches for the Challenge Cup presented by
:Mr. Rennedy commenced on nlolldny, February 8th. The first

draw was tlS follows :-Price's v. Tancock's j Town v. Hetherington's j

Curteis' v. 'Wood j Blanch's a bye.
In PRICE'S v. TANCOCK'S, Price's had it all their own way, but

their kicking was inferior, as it took no less thrtn seven touches
(three by Barnes, one each by Llewellin, King, Geldart, and Roper)
to produce the required two goals. Tyacke, Hands, and Clerk
played well for Tancock's. The Town disposed of Hethrington's in

a quarter of an hour. A detailed account of Curties' v. Wood's is

given below.

The se~ond draw was :-Price's v. Blanch's j Town v. Curteis'.

PRICE'S v. BLANCH'S resulted in an easy victory for the former

Earnes ran in three times. The second "try" was a failure, owing

b the ball being brought out without a mark having been made j

the other two produced two goals. Evans, 'Voosnam, and Ford
did all the work for Blanch's j Holland, Llewellin, King, and
Andrews played well for Price's. THE TOWN V. lJURTEIS' was the
only match which produced any even play_ Curteis' won the toss

and kickec. off. The game was very eqnally contested, and no
advantage gained on either side till just before half time, when

Finch, by a good run, obtained a "try" for the Town, which was

converted into a goal by G. Twynam. After this Curties', playing
a very plucky game, prevented their adversaries from gaining any
further advantage, despite the indefatigable efforts of the Twynam's

and Tanner. All Curteis' played up with great spirit, Rees, Gray,

WatkinR, and Hodsdon being especially noticeable. For the Town,
besides those already mentioned, Tryon, Attwater, and Chandler,

ma., played well. The final, TOWN v. PRICE'S, was an easy thing for
the former. After a few scrimmages in neutral ground, the Town

took the ball into their opponents quarters, and scored their first
" try" by Tryon. A punt-out failed, and then three "tries" were

scored by the Town in rapid succession by G. Twynam, Finch, and
R. Tanner, which resulted in two goals kicked by Finch.
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CURTEIS' v. Woon's.-A most exciting match, which resulted, after

two days' play, in favour of Curteis' by one goal to nothing. The

game began by a series of scrimmages in neutral ground, and then

gradually towards Wood's goal; the ball was, however, brought
back by a rush into Curteis' quarters, when Busby mn in, but

failed to touch it down. After half time the ball remained for

some time in dangerous proximity to Curteis' goal line, but

eventually Hodsdon put their goal out of imminent danger, and
shortly after \Yood's were compelled to touch down in self-defence,
an operation which they repeated just before time was called. On

the second day the play was at first in Wood's quarters, chiefly
owing to the good play of Rees, who was well backed up by

Hodsdon, PhiIlips, and Grey. Gradually however, Wood's brought

it into neutral ground, Clapp, ma., and Busby doing them con

spicuous service. From this point the game was for some time

very even, each side gaining slight advantages alternately, good

runs by Clapp, ma, and Maybery being responded to equally well

by Rees and Grey. At length Grey, by a capital run, took the
ball well into \Yood's territory, and after a series of scrimmages,

°almost on the goal line, Hodsdon and Watkins succeeded by a

scramble iil obtaining a "try" for Curteis'. The place was well
kicked by Grey. Watkins played a remarkably plucky game

thoughQut; the play of Darrell Clerk, Pink, Grueber, and Beadon

for their respective sides also calls for especial mention.

SCHOOL NEWS.

\Ye have to record the following honours gained since our last issue:

H. Whitehead, First Class Classics, Mods.

C. C. Tancock, °First Class Classics, Finals.

W. M. Barnes, Open Exhibition, Exeter.

H. WiUiams, 22nd Wrangler.
We were also glad to hear that H. Whitehead was fifth in the

Hertford Scholarship List.

The Rev. R. Fayrer, who °has been a master here since 1872, left
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us at Christmas; his place has been filled by F. E. Bennett, Esq.,

of New College, Oxford, an old Shirburnian.

C. A. Elrington, A. Monro, T. Rees, A. Blaxland, H. U. Merri
man, and T. May have received their First Fifteen colours; while
Tyacke, Sanctuary, Holland, Glasgow, Webb, Vail, Bere, Aplin,

Clapp, and Darrell have been put in the Second Twenty.

The Races have been fixed for Monday and Tuesday, April 12th

and 13th.
The New Hymn Book has jnst made its appearance, and will, we

hope, soon be regularly used.

Two Ccncerts were given by the Choir at the end of last term.
The first one, on December 2nd, does not call for much attention.
The School orchestra made its debftt, and performed several pieces

very creditably, with the assistance of a few outsiders. 1,Neber's

Huntsman's Chorus, as on its previous performance, quite brought

down the house; Mr. Parker also played a Polonaise of Chopin's

with his usual skill. On December 16th the last concert of the
term was given. Mendelssohn's Lauda Sion constituted the first

part. Some parts of it were well sung, but the performers,
especially the trebles, were very uncertain in taking up their. parts.

In the second part the most noticeable piece was Bishop's Chough

and Crow, to which the choir did great justice, though the audience,

we are sorry to say, did not appreciate it as well as the Anvil Chorus.

'We subjoin a programme of the second concert :
PART 1.

Mendelssohn's Lauda Sion (solos by the Rev. J.;Blanch, F. F. Schacht,
Phillips, ma., Sparkes, mi., and Amslie.

PART n.
Overture "Italiana in Algieri" Rossini.
Solo (pianoforte) "Lied ohne Worte" Mendelssohn.
Anvil Chorus (Trovatore) Verdi.
Chorus of Hunters and Villagers (William Tell) Rossini.

Solo by Ainslie.
Scena di Ballo (violin) De Beriot.

Mr. Regan.
Solos and Cborus ...... "The Cbough and Crow" ...... ...... ... ... Bishop.

Solos by Schacht, Phillips, ma., Monre, mi, and Sparkes, mi.
Song ........ ....... "There sits a bird on yonder tree," ...... L. N. Parker.

Mr. Parker.
Football Song ~................. David.
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DEBATING CLUB.

Oommittee.

President: A. W. UPCOTT.
Vice-President: R. TANNER.
Sec,'eta,ry: W. LLEWELLIN.

E. A. UPCOTT.
A. R. LYON.
J. L. HOLLAND.

Spea,kers for.

A. W. Upcott
R. Tanner

November 28th.-Proposed, A. W. Upcott: "That Mary Queen
of Scots was more sinning than sinned against."

Spea,kers against.

J. L. Holland
E. A. Upcott
E. A. Travers

For the motion, 5; against,3. '

December 5th.-,-Proposed,· J. L. Holland: "That the invention
of Printing was an evil rather than a benefit to the human race."

Speakers for. Speakers.against.

J. L. Holland R. Tanner
M. Watts A. W. Upcott
F. W. Fox E. A. Upcott
E. A. Travers E. Tanner

For the motion, 4; against, 8.
December 19th.-Proposed, E. A. Upcott: "That the present

condition of Women in England needs alteration."
Speakers for. Speakers a,gainst.

E. A. Upcott R. Tanner
E. Tanner W. LlewelIin
A. W. Upcott P. P. Easton, Esq.
E. S. Eade H. Edlin, Esq.

For the motion, 5; against, 8.
At the close of this meeting a vote of thanks to E. Tanner, on

his leaving the School, for his conduct as President, was proposed
by A. W. Upcott, seconded by E. S. Eade, and carried unanimously

January 29th, 1875.-At a private Committee Meeting J. L.
Holland was elected to fill the place in the Committee left vacant
by E. Tanner. A. W. Upcott was elected President; R. Tanner,
Vice-President; and W. Llewellin, Secretary, vice E. A. Upcott
resigned.
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Speakers for.

J. L' Holland
E. S. Eade

January 30th.-At a preliminary meeting the following gentle

men were elected to the Club :-C. F. Sanctuary, Henn, R. T.
Finch, and P. Aplin.

February 3rd.-Proposed, E. A. Upcott: "That the Channel
Tunnel project does not meet with our approval."

Speakers for. Speakers against.

E. A. Upcott R. Tanner
A. W. Upcott J. L. Holland

W. Llewellin

For the motion, 4,; against 6.

February l3th.-Proposed, A. W. Upcott: "That it would be
well if the Public School Magazine superseded the old ~chool ones."

Speakers against.
W. Llewellin
R. Tanner
E. A. Upcott
W. Fenwick, Esq.

For the motion, 2; against, 11.

Owing to the unavoidable absence of A. W. Upcott, R. Tanner
acted as President, and J. L. Holland as Proposer.

We b.eg to acknowleage with thanks the following School
Magazines :-November.-Malvernian, Epsomian, Radleian, Wel

lingtoninn, Ff'lstedian, Oliftonian, Marlburian (2nd number).
December.-Tlle Rossallian, Tonbridgian, Blue, Uppingham School
Magazine, Epsomian, mula, Marlburian (2 numbers), Malvernian,

Radleian, Reptonian, Felstedian, Magilalen Oollege School Ma.qazine.
February.-The Marlburian (2), Wellingtonian, Radleian, Mal

vernian, Felstedian, Epsomian, Magdalen Oollege School Magazine,

St. Edward's School Chrolliele.
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